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Abstract 
Algebraic power series provide a very generic parsing paradigm: an abstract semiring plays the 
role of the parse forest domain as well as the role of a decoration domain. We use the formalism 
of algebraic power series over non-commuting variables to show how to apply dynamic program- 
ming techniques to compute decorations in an abstract semiring, i.e. without specializing for a 
particular interpretation such as booleans (for recognition), forests (for parsing), or any decora- 
tion domain with more practical purposes, such as probabilities or a variety of feature structures 
for computational inguistics. @ 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Using ambiguous context-free grammars raises a complexity problem for parsing 
insofar as an exponential (or unbounded) number of parse trees may have to be con- 
sidered. Dynamic programming techniques yield polynomial complexity parsers but 
when decorating trees with attributes, the complexity problem arises again. This paper 
proposes an algebraic approach for attribute decoration, which results in systems of 
equations that are solved using dynamic programming. 
The theory of formal power series for algebraic languages was introduced by 
Chomsky and Schiitzenberger [5]. It generalizes the notions of recognition, parsing, 
stochastic parsing, etc. by describing the computations executed from an input to a 
domain with a semiring structure. Parsing a string x with respect to a grammar G 
usually consists in finding the set of derivation trees of G which derive x. In an al- 
gebraic power series framework, each production of G is associated with an element 
of a semiring A, and parsing amounts to finding the element of A associated with x 
(the coefJicient of x) with respect to the decorated grammar. When one deals with the 
boolean semiring, the power series represent recognition (the boolean value of a word 
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means that it does or does not belong to the language); when one uses the semiring of 
parse forests (described below), the power series represent parsing (the set of deriva- 
tion trees is computed for any given input string). Kuich and Salomaa [lo] describe 
algebraic systems of equations on power series and study their solutions. We will show 
how parsing amounts to producing and solving such systems. 
In 1970, Earley [7] proposed a parsing algorithm for general context-free languages 
that achieves a cubic (time and space) worst case complexity. In 1974, Lang [ 1 l] 
showed that dynamic programming techniques, applied to any pushdown automaton 
implementing a parsing strategy for context-free languages, lead to cubic worst case 
complexity parsing algorithms. This result establishes the independence of the strategy 
with respect to its dynamic programming interpretation. 
We show that in the algebraic power series framework, parsing is defined by a recur- 
sive computation in a semiring, which is precisely what is required to apply dynamic 
programming techniques. Consequently, we propose to apply dynamic programming to 
algebraic power series in order to obtain low-complexity parsers that yield the coeffi- 
cient of the input string with respect to the decorated grammar. 
This will lead us to an abstraction of the usual parsing process: we show that, un- 
der some conditions, parsing an input string x with respect to a context-free grammar 
can be considered as computing a function instead of a set of derivation trees. This 
function is a polymorphic function which takes the semiring operations, some limit 
functions in the semiring and the grammar decoration, and which computes the coef- 
ficient of x with respect to the decorated grammar by using dynamic programming. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 recalls basic definitions of context-free 
grammars, algebraic languages and semirings; Section 3 introduces algebraic power 
series and algebraic systems; Section 4 deals with dynamic programming, its applica- 
bility, its links with semirings; Section 5 is dedicated to parsing: the coefficient of a 
word is defined by an algebraic system. The solvability of this system is discussed, 
and dynamic programming is proved to be applicable for its resolution, resulting in a 
polymorphic function. Finally, Section 6 proposes different kinds of interpretations for 
the abstract semiring. 
We illustrate our discussion by an example that runs throughout the paper: from a 
grammar and a string to parse, the resulting polymorphic function is computed and 
applied to a variety of semirings. 
2. Basics 
We use the following notations and definitions: 
- Grammar, derivation and language: Consider 
0 a finite set of non-terminals X = {Ni, . . . , N,}; 
l a finite alphabet C; 
l the set V = Z U N, called the vocabulary; 
l a finite set of context-free rules B?, which is a subset of JV x V*; 
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l an algebraic (i.e. context-free) grammar G = (C, JV, .B,Ni ); 
l a relation derive: 5 = {(d/3, ayj?) 1 LX, p, y E V*, N + y E 9’) (simply denoted 
by +, when G is clear from the context), its transitive and reflexive transitive 
closures are respectively denoted by & and =% ; 
l the language defined by a non-terminal N : Z(N) = {IV 1 w E C*,N & w}; 
l the language defined by G : Z(G) = ~(NI ). 
l A sentential form is an a E V* such that Ni % CL 
l A symbol X E Y is productive if there exists w E Z* such that X&w; it is 
accessible from a non-terminal N if there exists CI, /I E V* such that N & CLY/? 
(if X is accessible from Ni, then it is simply accessible); it is useful if it is 
accessible and productive (useless otherwise). 
l A grammar is reduced if all its non-terminals are useful; it is cyclic if there exists 
N E .,V such that N & N (cycle-free otherwise). 
- Algebra: 
l A semiring (A, +A, xA, OA, 1~ ), or A for short, is an algebraic structure such that 
(A, fA, OA) is a commutative monoid, (A, XA, 1~) is a monoid, XA is distributive 
with respect to +A and 0~ is absorbent for XA (i.e. vc E A: c xA 0~ = 0~ = 0~ xA c, 
which cannot be inferred from the previous axioms contrarily to rings for which 
+A is invertible); the semiring A is commutative if XA is. 
l The semiring of natural numbers is denoted by (N, +, x, 0, 1 ), that of booleans is 
denoted by (El, V, A, FALSE, TRUE). 
l For a set C, the collection of matrices with entries in C, with row indices in 
{l,... , n} and column indices in { 1,. . . , m}, is denoted by C”‘” (in particular 
Cnxl contains only column vectors). 
- Decoration of a grammar G in an abstract semiring A: Consider 
l a semiring (A, +A, xA,OA, lo), simply denoted by A; 
l a mapping 4~ : 92 -+A such that VR E 92 : $A(R) # OA, this mapping represents the 
decoration of grammar rules in A. 
3. Algebraic power series 
We give in this section a minimal recapitulation of basic notions and results 
from [lo]. 
Intuitively an algebraic power series is a function of C* to a set A or, in other 
words, a set of couples (coefficient of w, w). The sum notation used below denotes 
such a set. 
Definition 1. Consider a free monoid C* and a semiring A. An algebraic power series 
r is a mapping from Z* to A. For w E C*, r(w) E A is denoted by (Y, w) and is also 
called the coeficient of r for w. A series r is conventionally denoted by the formal 
sum Y = c, E z* (r, w>w. 
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The collection of all such power series is denoted by A( (C*)). 
When the series are finite sums, they are polynomials. Their collection is denoted 
by A@*). 
The support of an algebraic power series r is 
supp(r)={wIwEC*, (r,~)#O.4}. 
A sum, +, and a product, ., can be defined on algebraic power series: Vr,s E A((Z*)) 
and ‘&VE C*: (r+s,w)=(r,w)+A(s,w), and (r.s,w)= ~~,,_,,(r,w1) XA(S,W~) (i.e. 
the Cauchy product). Their respective neutral elements are 0 and 1 (the symbols +, 0 
and 1 are the same as for N, but their use will be clear from the context). The MupIe 
(A( (C*)), +, ., 0,l) is a semiring. 
3.1. Algebraic systems 
A grammar, in formal language theory, generates elements of C*. Here, weights 
(coefficients) in the semiring A are associated with grammar rules, thus by derivation, 
weights are associated with sentential forms and finally with generated words, giv- 
ing rise to an algebraic power series: the series which maps each word in Z* to its 
associated weight. We want to compute the coefficients of this series. 
Consider each NE JV as a variable representing a polynomial in A(V*) (V = 
Z U JV), and consider each a E C as the polynomial 1~ a. Consequently, by considering 
the product of polynomials associated with each symbol of any string a E “Y*, u can 
be associated with a polynomial in A(V*). 
In the following, we shall use strings in V* to denote also the associated polynomial; 
from the context it will be clear whether the string itself or the polynomial is intended. 
Let .M be a column vector (Ni, . . . , N,, ) of 12 polynomials in A (V*). Decorated rules 
are transformed into equations in A(V*), resulting in an algebraic system. Then a 
solution, if any, is a fixpoint in A((C*)). 
Definition 2. Consider the context-free grammar G, the semiring A and the mapping 
4~ : 92 + A. They define the following algebraic system with variables in ,Ir: 
Vi, l<i<n: Ni=pi, (1) 
where each pi E A(V*) is such that 
(pi,a)=4A(Ni+M) ifNi+xE%“, 
(Pi, a) = 0,4, otherwise. 
The algebraic system can be represented in vector notation 
JV = C, where JV = (I) and C=(iI). 
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This definition differs from [lo] because of the introduction of the mapping 4~: in 
[lo], 4~ is a constant function: $,4(Nj 4 a) = 1~ for each production Ni + ~1, whereas 
we allow any element of A except 0~. 
Example 3. Consider the context-free grammar: 
S+AB 
A+aAa 
A--+SB 
B-b 
It defines, with 4~, the following algebraic system: 
S = qhA(S + AB)A . B + 4,4(S + c)c, 
A=~A(A~aAa)a.A.a+~~(A~SB)S.B, 
B = $,z,(B + b)b. 
3.2. Solutions 
A solution of such a system is a vector 0 of n algebraic power series in A((C*)), 
such that replacing Ni by q in each equation Ni = pi from (1) gives a valid equality. 
For some grammars (whatever the semiring and the mapping), there always exists a 
solution (cf. Theorem 13). The same holds for some semirings (whatever the grammar 
and the mapping, cf. Section 3.3). 
A solution may often be obtained by considering the approximation sequence 
fJO,cT’)...) d )...) 
where ai E (A(Z*)yxl (that is implicitly considered as a morphism that replaces each 
occurrence of the variable Ni in C by the polynomial c$, i.e. the ith component of CJ~) 
as follows: 
cr” = 0, .j+l = J(c), 
where 0 stands for the n x 1 matrix of which each component is the formal series 0, 
from (A((C*)),+,.,O, 1). 
Instead of recalling the proof here, we give its intuitive purport quoting [15, p. 1221 
(proof of Theorem 1.2): “the method of constructing successive approximations for 
the solution (. . .) corresponds to running through derivation trees, ‘level by level’ in 
a bottom-up fashion”. 
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If the approximation sequence converges, with respect to the discrete convergence 
(cf. [lo, Section 3]), to a, i.e. if 
lim aj = a, 
j--x 
then a is a solution, called the strong solution. 
We use here the general algebraic limit concept as defined in [lo, Section 21. This 
concept covers the discrete convergence (which can be defined in any semiring), but 
also the well-known convergence of sequences of real numbers. More examples can 
be found in [lo]. 
Then the mapping C$A, defined on the grammar rules, can be extended on C* : b(x) = 
(a,,~). We say that the decoration mapping induces a mapping on the language. 
Example 4. Reconsider the algebraic system from the previous example. The fixpoint 
computation gives 
~A(A--+SB) XA $A(S+C) XA 6A(B--+bkb 
$‘A(B+b)b 
and then 
0 for S: 
+A(S--+AB) XA ~A(AASB) XA ~A(S-+C) XA 4A(B+b) 
xA4A(B + b)cbb +A ~A(S + C)C 
and so on; 
l for A: 
~A(A-+uIu) XA $A(A-+SB) XA ~A(SAC) XA 4A(B+b)acba 
+A 
@A(A+SB) XA ~A(S+C) XA 4A(B--+b)cb 
and so on; 
l for B: 4A(B --+ b)b and so on. 
3.3. Some classical semirings 
The boolean semiring leads to specific algebraic systems. The choice of a grammar fixes 
&: it is a constant function yielding TRUE, because FALSE (neutral element of V) is not 
allowed (cf. Section 2). Every lFI( (C*)) algebraic system has a strong solution an, and 
Z(G) = supp( ain). This establishes the relation between lE8 and the recognition problem. 
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Another classical semiring is (RJ, +, x, 0, 1 ), with the constant function 4~ = 1. As 
such, the system admits a solution if and only if the ambiguity of the grammar is 
bounded. But it is usually completed with 0;) in the following way: N, = N U {co} 
and all HEN, satisfies: a+oc=oo+a=oo, Oxcc=cc~xO=O, and for all a#O: 
axco=ooxa=cYJ. RJ, is such that there always exists a solution. The coefficient 
of a word is its degree of ambiguity (the number of parse trees), i.e. 0 if it does 
not belong to the language, 1 if it is unambiguous, etc, co if it has an unbounded 
ambiguity (cf. [lo, Theorem 14.91). 
In general, the language _Y(Nt ) is not finite: the series 01 is usually an infinite 
formal sum. We do not attempt to solve (1). In fact in a parsing perspective, such a 
system is stated for a given string x in order to compute its coefficient. This topic is 
developed in Section 5. 
4. Dynamic programming 
In our context, dynamic programming can be viewed as a technique, applicable 
to some recursive formulations, that lowers the complexity of computations by using 
tabulation (cf. [2]) to avoid repetitious computation steps. 
Sedgewick [ 16, p. 5951 writes: “No one has characterized precisely which problems 
can be efectively solved with dynamic programming”. In other words, no general 
pattern, necessary and sufficient for applying dynamic programming, is known. We 
propose a model applicable to context-free language parsing but also to parse tree 
decoration, as well as to many other classical recursive problems among which figure 
computing the Fibonacci numbers, the exploration of the shortest path in a weighted 
graph, and the knapsack problem. 
Consider 
l a recursively defined function F: 9 --+ 6’ (that we intend to compute using dynamic 
programming), where (&‘, @, 18, 0,l) is a semiring; 
l a partial pre-order 4 on 9; 
l a function cp : 9 x 9* + d which yields the contribution of each recursive step; 
l a binary relation o that associates with each element d E 9 some sequences of g* 
that contain only elements smaller than d (with respect to 4): o c 9 x g* and 
‘ddE9, ‘d(dl,..., dk)E9* :do(dl,..., dk) implies di4d for all iE{l,..., k}; 
l DEB. 
Dynamic programming techniques are applicable to compute F(D) if the recursive 
formulation of F matches the following pattern: Vd E $3: 
F(d)= Cl3 
( 
cp(d, dl >...,dk)B @ F(di) . 
) 
(2) 
do(dl,...> dt 1 iE{l,...,k} 
Computing F(D) requires the computation of some F(d); once computed, each F(d) is 
stored in a table, reused if desired but never recomputed. The order of the computation 
sequence corresponds to an evaluation strategy (cf. [20, Section 3.41): e.g. top-down 
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(F(D) is solved by decomposing D down to smaller elements) or bottom-up (starting 
from smaller elements, the solution is built up to F(D)). 
The computation of F(D) may be described by a pushdown automaton. The de- 
sign of this automaton defines an evaluation strategy. Under some conditions (cf. 
[20, Chap. 61 and [13]) it is possible to produce automatically its dynamic programming 
interpretation: an abstract machine that respects the strategy given by the automaton 
and performs the computations with tabulations. 
With respect to the semiring A, the pushdown automaton apparently describes a 
computation in the monoid (A, XA, 1~) but it is non-deterministic: the non-determinism 
is handled by +A. Thus the corresponding function F can be computed by a dynamic 
programming interpretation of the pushdown automaton, actually working over the 
semiring (A, +A, XA, OA, 1~). 
Operationally, a dynamic programming interpretation is based on sharing. This entails 
sharing of computation structures, e.g. of stacks for pushdown automata: naively, two 
non-deterministic computations create two different and independent stacks, whereas 
dynamic programming shares their common parts. Two kinds of interpretation based 
on a different stack management are detailed in [20, Chap. 61 and in [ 131. 
Apart from this general approach of dynamic programming (applied to logic pro- 
gramming in [20]), some well-known algorithms use dynamic programming techniques 
without claiming it, e.g. (chronologically) Cocke-Younger-Kasami [9,21] (there is no 
pushdown automaton), Earley [7] and Tomita [ 191. 
5. Parsing: coefficient computation 
Consider a string x to be parsed with respect to the grammar G = (C, M, B,Nr ), the 
semiring A, the mapping 4~ and the associated algebraic system. Then parsing consists, 
in our algebraic power series context, in finding the coefficient (crr,x) whenever it exists. 
5.1. System formulation 
From (1) (Section 3.1), we have for each Ni E JV (considered as a polynomial in 
A (V*) ) and each subword w of x the equation 
(NT W> = (Pi, W>, 
hence, by the definition of pi we have 
(3) 
where y in (y, w) stands for a polynomial. Now by considering 
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and the Cauchy product 
(Y,w)= 5 
w=YI*IY~...~x~Y~+~~E{ l,...,k} 
the solution vector CJ satisfies for each i E { 1,. . . ,n} and each subword w of x 
4Awi +r> XA 
W=YIXIY~..'Y~~Y~+I jE{l,...,k} 
which is equivalent to 
153 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Theorem 5. The solution vector a, provided it exists, can be computed using dynamic 
programming. 
Proof. By associating each component of 0 with a function F : Z* +A, the system 
(6) matches the model required by dynamic programming: 
C” matches 9, with the subword relation as 4; 
w matches d; 
the semiring A matches &; 
for each Ni and for any w E Z”, the relation o yields the sequences (x1,. . . ,xk) such 
that N,-+y~g, y=ylNi,y2.. ‘ykNikyk+l and w=.w1Y2-~-YkXkYk+1: h,...,xk) 
matches (d 1,. . . , dk). Note that if y E Z* then k = 0; 
with Nj-ty and (dl,..., dk) from above, 4~(Ni + y) matches (o(d,dl,. . . ,dk); 
considering the previous points, (6) matches (2). Cl 
For a given x and for each non-terminal Nj, a finite number (bounded by the number 
of subwords of x) of coefficients (cji, w) occur in (6). These coefficients are the 
variables of the system. Let us denote this set of variables [. Theorem 5 says that each 
ii E c may be tabulated, reused if needed, but never recomputed. 
Note that, for a given variable ii E [, there exists a unique equation in (6) with ii 
as its left-hand side. 
Example 6. Consider the grammar ({a}, {S, T), {S --+ SS, S --+ T, T -+ T, T--f a), S), 
and the string aaa to be parsed. We have the following system (0 is indexed by the 
name of non-terminals) 
(c7s.l aaa) = 4A(S -+SS) XA (%s, aaa) XA (‘%s, E) 
+A+A(S + ss> XA (OS, aa> XA (OS, a> 
+A+A(S + SS) XA (OS, a> XA (as, aa> 
+A4A(S -+ ss) XA (%,E) XA (@‘,aaa) 
+A$A(S + T) XA (CT, aaa), 
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(a aa) = 4A(S --+ w XA (ws, aa) XA (us, 8) 
+A$A(S+SS) XA (cJs,a) XA (%%a> 
+‘&A@ + SS) XA (ws, El XA (a aa) 
cc%, E) = 4AA(S + w XA (ms, El XA (Q, 8) +A 4AA(S + l-1 XA (UT-9 El, 
(a?-, &) = 6A(T + T) XA (or, &). 
5.2. System reduction 
Our aim now is to determine conditions on the grammar or on the semiring A that 
ensure the existence of a solution for (6). The first step is to reduce the system to 
its useful variables. The words reduce and useful are intentionally common with the 
grammatical terminology (cf. Section 2). 
Lemma 7. For all ~1, w2 E C* and for all equations in (6): (Oi, WI) is the left-hand 
side and (aj, ~2) OCCUYS in the right-hand side if and only if Ni*odvjP. 
Proof. Straightforward from the system formulation. 17 
The following lemma establishes that (6) possesses the property that each variable 
is accessible from the first one: (q,x). Recall that x is the string to be parsed. 
Lemma 8. For all w E C* : if (Oi, w) E c, then there exists a, /? E V* and u, v E Z” such 
thut Nl& OrNip and x = UWV. 
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Proof. The first equation stated in (6) has (at ,x) as its left-hand side. By induction 
using Lemma 7, Lemma 8 is immediate. 0 
Definition 9. A variable (cri,w) is useful (useless otherwise) if and only if there exists 
u, v, w E C* such that 
(1) Nr AUNiVy 
(2) N&+-w, 
(3) x=uwv. 
A system is reduced if it only contains useful variables. 
Lemma 10. All useless variables (oi,w) satisfy (gi,w) =OA. 
Proof. Consider the mapping h : A -+ 5, defined by 
/@A)= FALSE, 
a#OA, h(a)=TRUE, 
then Va,bEA: 
h(a)V h(b)= FALSE+ ~(U)=FALSE and h(b)= FALSE, 
+a=OA and b=oA, 
+U+Ab=OA 
hi h(b)= FALSE + ~(O)=FALSE or h(b)= FALSE, 
+a=OA Or b=OA, 
thus Vi,‘dw: if (qn, W)=FALSE, i.e. if w +! S?(Ni), then (@ii, w)=OA. 0 
Note that supp(a) c dp( G) but, if h is a homomorphism, then supp(a) = Y(G). See 
[15, p. 1231 Lemma 1.3. 
5.3. Decoration enrichment 
Considering the system (6) after the reduction, one observes that the decoration 
of the rules Ni --+ y is used while w = ~1x1~2 . ’ . ykxkykfl can be derived (the system 
is reduced) from y = YINi, ~2 . . . YkNi, yk+l and each Ni, derives Xi, but the formalism 
does not handle this information. In applications like recognition, computing the degree 
of ambiguity, or stochastic valuation (cf. Section 6.2), the decoration of a rule only 
depends on the rule (not on the environment of each occurrence), but there are other 
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applications, such as parsing, for which different occurrences of a rule N -+ CI must be 
distinguished: N -+ CI may have different decorations depending on LX & w or c( & w’. 
In order to distinguish the occurrences of the rules, we label them according to the 
context in which they are used: reconsider (6) and an occurrence of the rule Ni -+ y, 
with y = yi Ni, ~2 . . . _YkNi,yk+i, which is used while w = ~1x1 yz . . . ykxkyk+l, then we 
label this occurrence by NT + yiN$ y2 . . . ykN,Tyk+i EL%?, where L%?=N x (CUT)* 
and ~=JV” x ,Y*. -_ 
We introduce a more precise decoration mapping 4~ : 9 -+ A and after reduction 
each equation of (6) is replaced by 
Example 11 (Reduction: Example 6 continued). Obviously, (crr,~) = 0, thus (~,,a) 
= 0,; the same holds for (or, aa) and (q,aaa), i.e. E @L?(S) and E, aa,aaa #Z(T). 
The reduced system is then (with the decoration enrichment) 
(CT,,, aaa) = c$A((S”~ + S”S’) x,4 (crs,aa) x.4 (o,,, a) 
- 
+A 4A(Saaa +S’S”) x,4 (~,a) x,4 (os,aa), 
- 
(as, aa) = 4.4(Saa -+ S”S”) x.4 (os, a) x,4 (os, a), 
(as, a) = 4,4(S” + r”) x_4 (CT, a), 
- 
5.4. System resolution 
Definition 12. In the set of variables 
+ 
(denoted by -vu) ) of the relation -+ 
(crl, y) if and only if (cl, y) occurs in 
left-hand side equals (r~~,w). 
The theorem below guarantees the 
on the grammar. 
of (7), the accessibility is the transitive closure 
C c2, defined by: V(ai,W), (~[,Y)E [: (ai,W)+ 
the right-hand side of the equation of which the 
existence of a solution under some assumption 
Theorem 13. Zf G is cycle-free then so is the system and it always has a solution. 
Proof. Immediate by considering (ai,w) A (01, w) if and only if Ni f N/ and 
[lo, p. 3021 Theorem 14.11. 0 
Remark that this solution is strong and unique if the first term of the series, i.e. 
(oi, E)E, is omitted: see [lo, p. 3191 exercise 14.9. 
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Otherwise, the existence of a solution requires some conditions on the semiring: 
cycles in G generate limit computations in A. 
With the usual power notation (Vu E A: a0 = lo, and Vk 3 1: ak = a xAakP1 ) we define 
the following functions. 
Definition 14. The Kleene star function * : A +A such that tla E A: 
A 
a* = lim C a’. 
k - O” zE{O,...,k) 
Definition 15. The limit function 1imA :A x A x A -+ A such that Vu, b, c E A: 
.hA(a, b, C> = $iy& %,{$, k) (a” XA b XA C”>. 
, , 
The domains of these functions are defined in a way such that these limits exist in A 
with respect to an appropriately chosen notion of convergence in A. 
Note that in non-commutative semirings, ZimA cannot be defined in terms of a*. But 
a* = &%A(@, lo, 1~) and if A is commutative, then limA amounts to the Kleene star: 
/imA(@, b, U2) = (a] xA a~)* xA b. 
Theorem 16. Given 
l a mapping IS,” :N--+A S&I that for all Nf E JV : OEA(Ni) = (ci, E); 
l a computable limit function limA; 
l the fact that limA is always used in its domain during the resolution; 
the system (7) has a computable solution. 
Proof. We construct the solution by induction in a Cocke-Younger-Kasami [9,21] 
fashion, corresponding to a bottom-up dynamic programming interpretation. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
System (7) can be partioned in subsets [[I[ of equations with left-hand side coef- 
ficients having words of the same length: 
&(O!! 1 , 4 I} mt 
with 
[i]t={(~i,W)=nI(~i,W)=II . IS an equation of (7) and Iw I= f} 
The solution of the partition [[lo is by definition 0,“. 
Note that such a solution may not be computable for grammars with recursive 
rules of the form N --+ N’N” where both N’ and N” derive IV. Usually, in practical 
applications (e.g. in computational linguistics) we do not consider such grammars. 
Now, for />O, assume that for all i <L: the partitions [& have been solved. All 
solved components can be replaced by their value and the only variables remaining 
in [J& are the coefficients (q,w) such that ]w] =/. 
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After this replacement, the system [[If is linear. Proof: in Eq. (7), for each 
term of the sum in the right-hand side, the variables (ai,,xj) are such that all xj 
are non-overlapping substrings of w. Therefore, they either correspond to variables 
associated to words smaller than w and hence they have already been replaced, or 
there is at most one variable corresponding to w itself. 
Applying substitutions and permutations to obtain a system in a triangle form 
gives a natural order of resolution for [&. This method may lead to cyclic (linear) 
equations: the same variable occurs in both the right-hand side and the left-hand 
side. Indeed, some cycles appear in equations of the form 
(a w) = a XA (oii, w) +A b (8) 
with a and b independent from (G;,w). Then (~i,w)=a*b, if this limit exists in 
A. More generally, cycles look like 
(ai,W)=Ul XA (c%,w) XA ~2 +A b (9) 
with al, u2 and b independent from (gji, w). Eq. (9) amounts to Eq. (8) only if A is 
commutative (then a = ai XA a~), else it is easy to check that the axioms [ 10, Sec- 
tion 21 for limit functions imply that the solution equals lim~(ut, b,uz), provided 
that this limit exists, i.e., provided that (al, b,u2) is in the domain of ZimA. 
As ZimA is always used in its domain, [i]e has a computable solution. 0 
Remark that Theorem 16 does not state whether the solution is the strong solution, 
nor whether it is unique. It depends on the chosen limit function and on the notion of 
convergence. 
5.5. Polymorphic function 
Under some assumptions (Theorem 13 or 16), the solution of (7) can be computed - 
symbolically, using the mapping 4~, the operators +A, XA and (for cyclic grammars) 
a limit function 1imA and rs,“. The coefficient (ai ,x) can be represented by means of a 
polymorphic function: 
With a (slightly simplified) typed I-calculus notation [l] and considering that the - 
operators +A and xA are typed by A2 + A, the mapping 4~ by g + A, the mapping 
cCA by N + A, and the function /imA by A3 4 A, then Y is typed by 
Moreover, by Theorem 5, Y can implement dynamic programming. Indeed, in the proof 
of Theorem 16, the resolution of the system actually implements dynamic programming: 
a total order of evaluation on c is defined by the partition in sub-systems [& and by 
the triangular form of each one; then every i component is expressed by an algebraic 
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- 
expression involving I$, +A, +A, XA,hlA and some smaller components of i. Each 
element of c is computed only once. 
Notice that the size of Y is the same as the size of the system (7): from (7) to Y, the 
equations are permuted and cyclic equations of (7) give rise to a limit function in Y. 
Several interpretations may be defined for the symbolic computation in the abstract 
semiring A. 
For some semirings, limit questions are simple, e.g. in a commutative field E, the 
limit function amounts to the Kleene star: 
But limits in semirings are not always so immediate: this issue is treated by Karner [8] 
who gives a characterization. However, there are semirings for which our limit function 
does not exist. Then one may use an abstract interpretation (the framework has been 
introduced by Cousot and Cousot [6]) to approximate the desired result: informally, in- 
stead of the Semiring (A, +A, XA, OA, lA), for which IimA does not exist, one can use an 
abstract semiring (A’, + A#, xAU,OA’, IAs) with an abstraction tinction 0 :A-+A”. The 
abstraction must be compatible with the semiring structure (0 must be a semiring 
morphism) and the abstract semiring A’ must be chosen so that limAa exists. 
Another approach could be to attempt to close the semiring with respect to the limA 
function but this does not seem easy in general. 
Example 17 (Resolution: Example 11 continued). The algorithm in the proof of 
Theorem 16 computes the polymorphic function Y&, in the following order: 
- 
= 4A(Ta+ T’)* XA $A(Ta+a), 
- 
- 
- 
(as, Qua) = bA(Saaa +L!?,=) XA (a&aa) XA (os,a) 
- 
+A$A(Saaa +,a,aa) XA (C&a) XA (C&au). 
6. Interpretations 
Example 18 (Degree of ambiguity: Example 17 continued). We have presented in 
Section 3.3 the semiring (N,, +, x, 0, 1 ), together with the constant decoration 
mapping: 4~~ = 1. Let us apply this interpretation to our abstract Yah,,. 
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Notice that deleting the rule T + T from the original grammar transforms the first 
equation into: (c~,u)=&,(T~--+u), hence, (CQ-,a)= 1, (~,,a)= 1, (a,,uu)= 1, and 
finally, (a~, uuu) = 2. 
6.1. Syntactic analysis 
We represent a parse tree as a grammar: its nodes are the rules and a root is the 
rule with the axiom in the left-hand side. In case of ambiguity, we have a forest of 
several trees which may have sub-trees in common. With an appropriate choice on 
the names of non-terminals, the forest can be represented as a single grammar that 
performs sharing. 
Lang [12] represents the set of all parse trees for x with respect to G by means of a 
context-free grammar gX that results from the intersection of G and the minimal (trivial) 
finite-state automaton that recognizes X. This grammar is called the shared forest of 
n with respect to G and has a polynomial size (cubic if G is in Chomsky normal 
form). This approach by intersection can be generalized (cf. [ 12,3]) from context-free 
grammars to mildly context-sensitive grammars and from a trivial automaton to any 
finite-state automaton representing an uncertain or ambiguous input. 
We give an algebraic definition of a shared forest that meets the requirements of the 
procedure in the previous section. 
6.1.1. The purse forest semiring 
Considering the set of forest non-terminals x = JV x C* (introduced with g in 
Section 5.3), we define a labeling mapping lab : z + .M such that VNw E x: lab 
(N”)=N. 
We extend lab first as the identity function on C, then as a morphism from (C U Jr/-)* 
to (C U N)* and finally as a morphism from &? to 9. 
Definition 19. The domain of shared forests (over 9) is 9 = p(g) U (~1). 
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9 entails the empty set (denoted by 0) and the unit forest (denoted by 71) that 
correspond to neutral elements with respect to the operations of the sum and the 
composition of shared forests, respectively, that are defined below. 
Definition 20. The composition or the product of shared forests is the function 
o :9--xY--+9 suchthat 
0 V’fEB:fOzt=z,Of=f, 
0 V’fEF:fO0=0Of=0, 
l ~‘fl,f2E~\{0,~1}:flOf2=flUf2. 
The product of two forests is a forest. Since the union is associative and commuta- 
tive, so is the composition of shared forests, and @ has zt as neutral element. Thus 
(9, 0, q ) is a commutative monoid. 
Definition 21. The sum of shared forests is the function CE : 9 x 9 + 9 such that 
. 7, @0=0@zl =z1, 
l vfEF\{m}:T, @f=f@q =_f, 
. ~fl,f2~~\{~l}:fl~f2=fluf2. 
Remark 22. The sum and the product over shared forests have the same definition on 
non-trivial elements because the most relevant part of the mechanism lies in the name 
of the nodes. Once the grammar rules of forests are named correctly, compositions and 
sums of forests (respectively modeling derivations and ambiguity) can be performed 
uniformly by unions, and the idempotency of the union operation handles sharings 
between common parts. 
When a forest is composed or added to another forest, their rules are put together, 
no matter whether any non-terminal is accessible from any other. This connectivity 
checking is performed in the end, outside the semiring, and justifies the definition of 
the canonical shared forest which corresponds to the natural intuition of the shared 
forest of x with respect to G. 
One checks easily that the sum of two forests is a forest and that (9, CD, 0,0,zl) 
is a commutative semiring. 
Furthermore, from the definitions @ and 0, we get ‘df E 8: f CB f = f = f 0 f, 
i.e. CE and o are idempotent, so, ‘di>O: f’ = f and f * = q @ f which equals f if 
f # 0 and rt otherwise. 
After 8, +F, xp and the Kleene star, we define c,“. 
Definition 23. For all N E JV: 
o~~(N)={N”+N~ . ..Ni”. IN--tNi, ‘..Ni, EC.42 and Ni, ...Nik&s}. 
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Before applying the polymorphic function to shared forests, we introduce a distinction, 
used in [3], between a shared forest (which may be infinite, or may correspond to a 
non-reduced grammar) and the canonical shared forest (which corresponds to a reduced 
grammar). 
Definition 24. The canonical shared forest g, for x with respect to (C, Jlr, W, Nt ) is 
the context-free grammar such that 
l A is the subset of x such that for all NW E A?: w is a subword of x; 
l 9 is the subset of %r such that for all NW -)xtNyx2 . . .xkNFxk+t E 9 : 
N +x1Nlx2.. .xkh$xk+l E e%? and W =XlWlX2.. ‘XkWkXk+l; 
l g, is the context-free grammar obtained after reduction of (Z, A!, 8, NT). 
Remark 25. This definition of the canonical shared forest of x (with respect to G) leads 
to a better sharing than [12], where the non-terminals are labeled with the indices of 
x (indeed the states of the minimal finite-state automaton for x amount to indices), 
instead of the subwords of x. So if the same substing occurs twice at different places 
in x (e.g. au in our example), and with the same sub-shared forest, it gives at most one 
non-terminal name in our shared forest (e.g. P) whereas the occurrences are splitted 
in Lang’s representation (So,2 and S’,3). 
6.1.2. Isomorphism between a reduced system and a canonical shared forest 
Lemma 26. NY is a non-terminal of g, and EN; is the set of all rules of g, with NT 
as left-hand side if and only if the following equation belongs to the reduced system 
(7): 
(ai, w) = c &F) n (oi,,Wj), 
F=N.‘” - n,&’ .N""n, EE 
‘I ‘k YW 
jE{l,...,k} 
Proof. Straightforward from the formulation and the reduction of the system (6) and 
from the definition of g,. 0 
Now we can apply the polymorphic function Y to the semiring of shared forests 
9 and infer from the previous lemma that Y( @ , 0, IdF, of, lims) is the set of g, 
rules. The mapping Id9 is the identity function on 9. 
- 
Remark 27. The decoration mapping 4~ yields occurrences of context-free rules 
(in ,c%) and not just context-free rules (in W) which illustrates the interest of & 
with respect to 4~. 
From Lemma 26, it also follows that the size of Y is the same as the size of g, 
(the sizes of !P and (7) are equal: cf. Section 5.5). 
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Example 28 (Shared forest: Example 17 continued). In the semiring of shared 
forests, we have: 
(~~,a)=~~(Ta-+Ta)*@&&Ta+a)={T”+Tu,Ta--ta}, 
(as, a) = ~s(S” --+ T’) 0 (a~, a) = { Ta --) T”, Ta + a,Sa + T”}, 
(cs,aa)= ~~~(Saa,SaSa)O(os,a)O(os,a) 
={Ta~Ta,Ta~a,Sa~Ta,Saa~SaSa}, 
(as, aaa) = 4&Saaa ‘S”“S’)O(as,aa)O(as,a) 
CE &4saaa jSaSaa)O(os,a)O(as,aa), 
= (Ta + T”, Ta + a,Sa -+ T”,Saa -+ S”S”,Saaa -+ SaaSa,Saan + SaSaa). 
The axiom of gnaa is Paa. Notice that the axiom occurs in two rules (representing an 
ambiguity). So does T’, with its evident cycle Ta -+ Ta. 
4.2. Stochastic parsing 
Stochastic parsing is related to commutative semirings of positive reals W: 
l &est: (IF!+, max, x, 0,l) to compute the probability of the most likely parse tree, 
l lPag,i : (W, +, x, 0,l) to compute the probability of the whole parse forest. 
In [ 171, we show how parsing is performed by deriving probabilistic systems and solv- 
ing them. The existence of a solution is immediate in ( R+, max, x , 0,l): the Kleene star 
is the constant function yielding 1 (since each product lowers the probability); whereas 
in (R+, +, x, 0, l), the Kleene star is not defined for 1 : Vp # 1: p* = l/( 1 - p). Sys- 
tems are solvable if $n+ induces a probability on Y(G). 
The semiring (W, +, x, 0,l) does not ensure that adding probabilities results in a 
probability. As far as the semiring Pat1 is concerned, probabilities are seen as weights in 
W. However, we showed in [17] that, in usual stochastic parsers, sums are performed 
on probabilities of disjoint events, and thus, yield probabilities. 
Example 29 (Stochastic recognizers and parsers: Example 17 continued). The func- 
tion ly,,, can be reused. Let us define for all rules F of gaan :&+(F)=&+(Y) such 
that lab(F) = r and &+(S + SS) = 0.3, &+(S -+T)=0.7, &+(T-+T)=O.2 and 
&+(T+a)=0.8. 
The semiring &,& gives the following evaluation: 
(q,a) = 41w+(Ta -+ T’)* x &+(T’ + a) = 0.2* x 0.8 = 0.8, 
(as, a) = &+(S’ + T”) x (by, a) = 0.7 x 0.8 = 0.56, 
(as, aa) = &+(Saa + S”S”) x (as, a) x (r~s, a) = 0.3 x 0.56’ = 0.09408, 
(es, aaa) = max( &+ (Suaa +S”S’) x (os,aa) x (os,a), 
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&+(Saaa --f sasaa) x (OS, a) x (OS, au)) 
= max(0.3 x 0.09408 x 0.56,0.3 x 0.56 x 0.09408) 
= max(0.00474163,0.00474163) 
= 0.00474163. 
The semiring Pat1 gives the following evaluation: 
(cTr,a)=q5n+(T”+Ta)* x &+(T”+u)=&=l: 
(as,a) = &+(SU + P) x (Q,U) = 0.7, 
(a~,uu)= f$,+(S”“-,S”S”) x (c&u) x (O&U) 
= 0.3 x 0.7 x 0.7 = 0.147. 
(O&UUU) = ~~+(saaa-+s==s~) x (o&au) x (C&U) 
+qh+(Saaa -+ sasaa> x (as, a) x (us, au), 
= 0.3 x 0.147 x 0.7 + 0.3 x 0.7 x 0.147, 
= 0.06 174. 
These stochastic examples just yield probabilities. In this sense, they can be called 
stochastic recognizers. A semiring Pa,, p for stochastic parsing can be easily obtained 
by the Cartesian product of semirings F x Pat,. For all rules r of gaan : &i,(F) = 
(Y,&+(Y)). Y&, gives: 
(Q>U) = &&VU+ 7?* XP$ &$Ta --+a) 
( 
1 
= {T” + TO}, - 
1 - 0.2 > 
XP~, ({T” + a}, 0.8) 
=({Ta+Ta,Ta+u},l), 
(w)=b$-Ta) ++JT>~) 
=({T"+T",T"-u,Sa+Ta},0.7), 
(os,aa) = $p&(Saa+SaSn) xp;, (ma) XLD:, (aa) 
=({Ta+Ta,Tn+u,Sa~T",Saa+SaSa},0.147), 
(%s,UUU) = &$S aan +saasa> xp, (os,uu) xp, (as,u)+p a11 
@P&(S aan +SUS? xp:, (as,a) xpay, (m,aa) 
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= ({ Ta + T", Ta + a, Sa --f T”, Saa + S”Sa, Saaa -_) SaaSn, 
S’“” + SaSaa}, 0.06174). 
7. Conclusions 
Using algebraic power series over non-commuting variables, we have showed how 
dynamic programming techniques can be used to compute parse forest decoration in an 
abstract semiring. This provides a general framework for different kinds of decorations, 
including some abstract interpretations. 
The size of Y is the same as the size of the canonical shared forest of x. This 
implies that if the size of the information decoration does not depend on the size of 
x (e.g. numbers or booleans), the time complexity of the evaluation of YJ is the same 
as the space complexity of Y, if a unit cost for the semiring operations is assumed. 
We have described in this paper some well-known applications such as recognition, 
computing the degree of ambiguity, parsing and stochastic parsing. All related semirings 
are commutative, which simplifies the resolution of the algebraic systems. In general, 
the semirings were also simple and natural, except in the case of shared forests. 
Indeed the product cannot be obtained immediately since it is intuitively not a map- 
ping but a partial function. By its nature, it should model derivation: take the compo- 
sition A + BC x7 B + b x9 C --f c, then by restricting the composition to derivation, 
B -+ b x9 C + c is not defined (because C does not occur in the string b), whereas 
(A -+ BC x,~ B + b) x9 C + c is (first B is replaced by b and C remains which can 
be replaced by c). The problem is to define B + b xp C -+ c without ruining the 
associativity of xg. We have solved this problem by defining the product as a union: 
the link with derivations is lost in the product and postponed to the end, outside the 
semiring (in the definition of the canonical shared forest). 
In [ 181, we present another solution which keeps the link with derivations inside the 
semiring. Intuitively, it consists in freezing an undefined product a xA b by constructing 
the sequence (a, b). Sequences and scalars can be multiplied; for all c E A : c x (a, b) 
yields the sequence (c, a, b), which results in the sequence (c xAa, b) if c xAa is defined, 
and in the scalar (c XA a) xA b if this product is defined in A. This case is illustrated in 
the previous paragraph by associating c with A --f BC, a with B + b and c with C + c. 
In this solution, the semiring of shared forests is more difficult to define formally 
than the one presented in Section 6.1.1, but it allows to define semirings of great 
interest for computational linguistics: semiring A can describe proof trees with either 
first-order terms (which corresponds to Definite Clause Grammars [14]), or feature 
structures. Carpenter [4] proposes a lattice framework to define feature structures and 
a distributive complete lattice amounts to a semiring. A complete lattice is trivial to 
obtain. Carpenter gives an example of a non-distributive lattice [4, p. 151 but he also 
provides constructions of distributive lattices so that our approach is applicable to a 
wide class of formalisms from computational linguistics. 
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